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A long, long time ago, an uprising erupted in Silo 18. The
descendants of that great clash have been raised in its
shadow. Nobody knows what went wrong. Nobody talks
about what happened. Like all wars, it went from being
something one could learn from -- to a legend one
merely learns about.Now, almost two hundred years
later, the people of Silo 18 will get more than just a
chance to learn about that uprising.They'll get to start
one of their own...
??????????,?????????????,?????,????????????????,???
????????????????
Intelligent life on other planets: it's the brass ring of
space exploration. Do extra-terrestrial species exist? Will
we ever make contact? Perhaps, have we made contact
already? In the latest addition to the Future Chronicles
series of sci-fi anthologies, the answer to all of these
question is a resounding yes. From first contact to last
stand, these original short stories range from quiet tales
of personal connection to adrenaline-infused interspecies space conflicts. Each tale promises to present
you with a different look at what intelligent alien life might
be like -- and how we Earthlings might respond to it. The
Alien Chronicles features stories by bestselling authors
Hugh Howey (WOOL), B. V. Larson (the Starforce
series), and Jennifer Foehner Wells (Fluency), plus
twelve more of today's top authors in science fiction.
WOOL introduced the silo and its inhabitants. SHIFT told
the story of their making.DUST will chronicle their
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undoing.Welcome to the underground.
This Omnibus Edition collects the five Wool books into a
single volume.The first Wool story was released as a
standalone short in July of 2011. Due to reviewer
demand, the rest of the story was released over the next
six months. My thanks go out to those reviewers who
clamored for more. Without you, none of this would exist.
Your demand created this as much as I did.This is the
story of mankind clawing for survival, of mankind on the
edge. The world outside has grown unkind, the view of it
limited, talk of it forbidden. But there are always those
who hope, who dream. These are the dangerous people,
the residents who infect others with their optimism. Their
punishment is simple. They are given the very thing they
profess to want: They are allowed outside.
This TwinPack includes Hugh Howey's first Kindle
Single, THE WALK UP NAMELESS RIDGE and the first
entry in the BEACON 23 series.
Nearly sixty teens awaken halfway through their training,
stranded on a harsh alien world with few supplies, no
adults, and led by a treacherous artificial intelligence, but
their greatest enemy is each other.
This is the second part of the SHIFT trilogy. Please be
aware that the three books will be combined and
released as a single work in the Spring of 2013. You can
save some money if you wait until then.SHIFT follows
the New York Times bestselling WOOL series. The third
and final act will be released in 2013.

The new novel from the international bestselling
author of the Wool trilogy. The old world is buried. A
new one has been forged atop the shifting dunes.
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Here in this land of howling wind and infernal sand,
four siblings find themselves scattered and lost.
Palmer has never been the same since his father
walked out twelve years ago. His elder sister, Vic, is
trying to run away from the past; his younger
brothers, Connor and Rob, are risking their lives to
embrace it. His mother, left with nothing but anger, is
just trying to forget. Palmer wants to prove his worth,
not only to his family, but to himself. And in the
barren, dune-covered landscape of his home, there
is only one way to earn respect: sand-diving.
Plunging deep below the desert floor in search of
relics and scraps of the old world. He is about to
embark on the most dangerous dive of his young life,
aiming to become the first to discover the rumoured
city below. Deep within the sand lies the key to
bringing his family together – and tearing their world
apart.
The bestselling Wool trilogy now available in one
download. Includes Wool, Shift and Dust. 'The next
Hunger Games' The Sunday Times Wool In a ruined
and hostile landscape, in a future few have been
unlucky enough to survive, a community exists in a
giant underground silo. Jules is part of this
community, but she is different. She dares to hope.
And as her walls start closing in, she must decide
whether to fight, or to die. Shift Donald Keene was
recruited by the government to design an
underground shelter. Over fifty years later Donald’s
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design has been realised and the last remnants of
mankind live in his silo. But no one can remember
what life was like before. In fact, they’re forced to
forget. One simple pill erases a memory. And with it,
any chance of hope. Dust In the aftermath of the
uprising, the people of Silo 18 are coming to terms
with a dangerous new order. And some want it
destroyed. The battle has been won. The war is just
beginning.
????????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
?????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????……???????????????……
??????????????????????????????????…… ???? ???
Hugh Howey ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ????
??? ????????????????44????????????????????????
"The oceans are dying. The sea is growing warmer
and is gradually rising. Seashells have become so
rare that collecting them is now a national obsession
... Supreme among these collectors is Ness Wilde,
CEO of Ocean Oil. Ness owns many of the best
beaches, and he keeps them to himself. It's his fault
the world turned out this way. And I aim to destroy
him"--Amazon.com.
It wasn't easy for Molly being the only girl in Flight
Academy, but getting expelled was even worse.
Abandoned by her family when she was young and
now tossed from the only home she's ever known,
her future looks bleak. But then Molly hears that her
father's old starship has turned up halfway across
the galaxy. Setting off to retrieve the old craft, she
hopes it will hold clues to his disappearance.
Accompanying her as a chaperone is Cole, her old
flight partner from the Academy. Molly can't believe
it. She's now the proud owner of her own starship.
Her Spring Break is going to be spent traveling
across the galaxy with a cute boy. Could things
possibly get any better? Little does Molly know, they
are about to get much, much worse . . . Series
reading order: 1. Molly Fyde and the Parsona
Rescue 2. Molly Fyde and the Land of Light 3. Molly
Fyde and the Blood of Billions 4. Molly Fyde and the
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Fight for Peace
This TwinPack includes Hugh Howey's short stories
THE BOX and GLITCH, two different looks on the
emergence of AI.
??????????? ????????????????????
????????????????? ????????? ????????????
??????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????…… ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ?????? ??J.K.??????? I Love It!
????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????
?????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????Helen Simonson??? ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????Donna Tartt??? ?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????? ????????????THE
LOST BOOKS OF THE
ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason??? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ?????????????Joanna Trollope????
????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????? ????????????
?????????????????? ?????? ?2012???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA
Today ?????????????????????????????? ?????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ??????? ??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????? ???????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??O magazine ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ??????? ???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????
???????2012???????????
????????????????????????????????Mary Renault??
????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ??????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ???????????????????????Catherine
Conybeare? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????? ????? ???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ???? ???????????????Mary Renau
lt??????????????????????????????????????
??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ?????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????jrue ????????????????????????
???????????????BL????????????????????
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? ??????? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????MRT ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????……???????????
??????? ?????elish ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ???????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????? ???????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????MRW ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????vernier ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ??????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
?????Astraes ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????? ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????Heero ??????????????
??????????????????????????????……?????????????
?????? ???????? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach
The wind blows from east to west. It brings with it the
sand, deposited in dunes, to bury and torment the
unfortunate souls who live here. Life on the sand is
miserable. Life below it is even worse. From the New
York Times bestselling author of Wool.
A collection of new and previously published stories by
New York Times best-selling author Hugh Howey,
including three set in his Wool universe
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The first book in the acclaimed, New York Times bestselling trilogy, Wool is the story of a community living in
an underground silo completely unaware of the fate of
the outside world. When the silo's sheriff asks to leave
the silo, a series of events unravels the very fabric of
their fragile lives. In a world where all commodities are
precious and running out, truth and hope may be the
most rare...and the most needed.
In a ruined and toxic landscape, a community exists in a
giant silo underground, hundreds of stories deep. In a
society full of regulations meant to protect the
community, Sheriff Holston, unexpectedly breaks the
greatest taboo of all: he asks to go outside. An unlikely
candidate is appointed to replace him: Juliette, a
mechanic with no training in law, whose special knack is
fixing machines. Now Juliette is about to be entrusted
with fixing her silo, and she will soon learn just how badly
her world is broken ...
???????????????????
????????????????……?????????•???????????
??????????????????????????????
???????Netflix???????????????????
???????????????????????The Verge????
???????????????????????????????
??????Goodreads?????????????????????
???????????????CNET?????????……???? ???????????
????????????? ??????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????…… ? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????v
s.???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ??????? Blake Crouch
???????????????????????????????? 1978
???????????????2000 ????????????????????????????
04?05 ??????????????????????????????????????2015?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????Good
Behavior?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????Netflix????
?????????????????????? ?? ??? ????????????????????
?????????????????????S.??????????????????????????
????????????????????????
A family long scattered reunites as danger approaches
Springston. Brother and sister rush to sound a warning,
but that warning will come too late. Bombs will thunder
like the pulse of a terrible god. The great dune will flow
as the sea. And when a people find themselves buried
beneath the sands, who in the heavens will hear their
muffled pleas?
The third and final chapter of the Shift saga. This is part
8 of the Silo Series, which began with Wool. All three
Shift books will be collected in an Omnibus edition.
Reading Order: 1. WOOL (5 parts) 2. SHIFT (3 parts) 3.
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DUST (TBD)
??????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ????????????????2016?2????
???????????????????????????
????????????????????????
2016????????????????????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????????
Chinese edition of In the country of last things. This is
Paul Auster's "1984," The Guardian includes it in the
"1000 novels to read before you die." In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
A good man lies dead.The silo is now in need of a sheriff.And
there's only one woman for the job.But what if she refuses to
take it?
In the highly anticipated conclusion to the Bern Saga, Molly
and her friends are reunited while two wars erupt and collide.
An entire universe hangs on the actions of Parsona's crew,
and not all of them will survive. Reading Order: 1. Molly Fyde
and the Parsona Rescue 2. Molly Fyde and the Land of Light
3. Molly Fyde and the Blood of Billions 4. Molly Fyde and the
Fight for Peace
Wool introduced the world of the silo. Shift told the story of its
creation. Dust will describe its downfall.
????????
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????????????????????????????
??400??????????????????????????? ???????????????? S. J.
???????? ??????????7????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????? ?????????????????????????????????? ????????????
??????????????20????????????????????????47??20??????
?????????? ????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
42??????????????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????Top10?145? ?????????????
?????????????? ??????????????? ??????
????????????????? ?????????????????
??CRIMEFEST???????? ??SNCF?????? ?????????????
??TV Book Club???????? ????????? ??????????????
?????????? ……?????????? ?????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????Dennis Lehane?
????????????????????????????????????????Tess
Gerritsen? ???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????……?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????12?????????????????Val McDermid? ????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????Mo Hayder? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????Joanne Harris? ???????
??????????X???????????????????????????????????????An
drew Pyper? ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Readings?????? ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????? S. J. ???????? ???????Second Life?
??????????????? ????????????????? ????
??????????????????????????? S. J. ???S. J. Watson? ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????2009???????????????Faber & Faber?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????42???????????????????????
???????????????S. J.
???????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????3??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????2015???? ?? ??? ??????????
?????????????????????????????S.????????????4?????????
??????????????5?????????????????????????
There were numbers on each of the pockets. Juliette could
look down at her chest and read them, and so it occurred to
her that they must be printed upside down. They were there
for her to read, and for no one else. She numbly stared at
them through her helmet visor while the door behind her was
sealed. There was another door, a forbidden one, looming in
front of her. It stood silently as it waited to be opened. Juliette
felt lost in this void between the two doors, trapped in this
airlock full of its brightly colored pipes all jutting from the walls
and ceiling, everything shimmering behind a plastic-wrapped
shroud.The hiss of Argon being pumped into the room
sounded distant through her helmet. It let her know the end
was near. Pressure built against the plastic, crinkling it across
the bench and walls, wrapping it tightly around the pipes. She
could feel the pressure against her suit, like an invisible hand
gently squeezing.She knew what was to happen next. And
part of her wondered how she had gotten here, a girl from
Mechanical who never cared one whit about the outside, who
had only ever broken minor laws, and who would've been
content for the rest of her life to live in the deepest bowels of
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the earth, covered in grease and fixing the broken things, little
concern for the wider world of the dead that surrounded her—
For centuries, men and women have manned lighthouses to
ensure the safe passage of ships. It is a lonely job, and a
thankless one for the most part. Until something goes wrong.
Until a ship is in distress. In the twenty-third century, this job
has moved into outer space. A network of beacons allows
ships to travel across the Milky Way at many times the speed
of light. These beacons are built to be robust. They never
break down. They never fail. At least, they aren't supposed to.
The old world is buried. A new one has been forged atop the
shifting dunes. Here in this land of howling wind and infernal
sand, four siblings find themselves scattered and lost. Their
father was a sand diver, one of the elite few who could travel
deep beneath the desert floor and bring up the relics and
scraps that keep their people alive. But their father is gone.
And the world he left behind might be next. Welcome to the
world of Sand, a novel by New York Times best-selling author
Hugh Howey. Sand is an exploration of lawlessness, the tale
of a land ignored. Here is a people left to fend for themselves.
Adjust your ker and take a last, deep breath before you enter.

This TwinPack includes Hugh Howey's short stories
PEACE IN AMBER and PROMISES OF LONDON.
The much anticipated prequel to bestseller Wool that
takes us back to the beginnings of the silo. The full novel
which brings together First, Second and Third Shift. 'The
next Hunger Games' The Sunday Times 'An epic feat of
imagination. You will live in this world.' Justin Cronin In a
future less than fifty years away, the world is still as we
know it. Time continues to tick by. The truth is that it is
ticking away. A powerful few know what lies ahead. They
are preparing for it. They are trying to protect us. They
are setting us on a path from which we can never return.
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A path that will lead to destruction; a path that will take
us below ground. The history of the silo is about to be
written. Our future is about to begin.
"Molly returns to her homeworld, her birth planet, to find
that the Bern threat and her life began in the same place
and at the same time. With the crew of the Starship
Parsona scattered, she chases clues in the footsteps of
her father and uncovers the case that tore her family
apart. It's a race against time to put the pieces back
together, to reunite with her friends, and to save the
universe."--Back cover.
A team, consisted of specially trained military people,
archaeologists, biologists, decoders, set out on a journey
to Tibet. They face numerous dangers and challenges
but they also solve some historical mysteries.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????......???????????????????????????????
???????????????? ??????????????????????????????.....
.????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????......
????????????????????????????????????????...... ?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
????...... ?????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????...... ???? ???(Hugh Howey) ???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
In 2007, the Center for Automation in Nanobiotech
(CAN) outlined the hardware and software platform that
would one day allow robots smaller than human cells to
make medical diagnoses, conduct repairs, and even selfpropagate. In the same year, the CBS network re-aired a
program about the effects of propranolol on sufferers of
extreme trauma. A simple pill, it had been discovered,
could wipe out the memory of any traumatic event. At
almost the same moment in humanity's broad history,
mankind had discovered the means for bringing about its
utter downfall. And the ability to forget it ever happened.
This is the sequel to the New York Times best-selling
Wool series.
Misty the Cloud lives with her family high above the
valley. When her friends play a game where they turn
into different shapes, Misty discovers she doesn't have
this ability.
Traditional Chinese edition of OLD MANS WAR - a
science fiction. Scalzi has been a creative consultant for
Stargate, the TV series. He has been nominated three
times for the Hugo. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong
Books, Inc.
Copyright: 73b35f345a45c3916f71ebdf8578b251
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